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COMMUNITY MEDITATION MEETINGS
Sagittarius, December 5, 2014 @ 7:45 PM
Capricorn, January 4, 2015 @ 7:45 PM

In this Issue
Toward The Day

Tom Carney

Online Workshops/Classes (Please call 310-545-0910 to arrange participation)
Building the Lighted Way - Sundays @ 9:00-11:00 AM Pacific Time
Monday Evening Workshop @ 7:00-9:00 PM EASTERN TIME
NATURE OF THE SOUL Please email arcanaworkshops@gmail.com
White Magician Training - Wednesday Evenings @ 7:00-9:00 PM Pacific Time

Online New and Full Moon Group Meditations
(To sign up for notices, e-mail arcanaworkshops@gmail.com)

Group Meditation Work
November 22, through December 21, 2014
Today we find this ray energy [5th Ray] expressing itself mainly through science—a science sadly
debased and corrupted by materialism and human greed, but a science which (when animated
entirely by goodwill) will lift humanity on to higher levels of consciousness, thus laying the
foundation for that time when humanity on a large scale can pass through the Transfiguration
Initiation. The Rays And The Initiations p.595
December 22, through January 20, 2015
Whoever loves flowers is on the heart's path. Whoever knows the striving to the summits is on the
heart's path. Whoever thinks purely is on the heart's path. Whoever knows of the highest worlds is on
the heart’s path. Whoever is ready for Infinity is on the heart's path. Thus shall we summon all hearts
to the realization of the Source. It is correct to understand that the substance of the heart belongs to
the Subtle and also the Fiery World. One can perceive worlds within the heart, but not within the mind.
Thus, wisdom is contrary to intellect, yet it is not forbidden to adorn the mind with wisdom.”Heart,
390

Arcana Workshops

Arcana Workshops is a non-profit tax exempt corporation. Donations are
greatly appreciated and tax deductible

Mail Address:
P.O. Box 506
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-0506

www.meditationtraining.org
arcanaworkshops@gmail.com
Phone 310-545-0910
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Toward The Day!

I

Good including the cleaning of the
f one were to go by the news reports,
Capitol.
many of our co-workers were let down
For me perhaps the biggest was a jolt
and discouraged by the results of the
about working without attachment to the
recent elections in the United States.
results. Wanting or wishing for something
These results were certainly not what I
gets the personality involved. It clouds the
was looking for; however, having been at
clarity and objectivity and sets up
this point many times in just this
either disappointment and
incarnation,
my
typical
discouragement or in the
response to these kinds of
event that the effort was
results is to look at them
successful,
self
as experience, as
The process of the
approval…
even
data regarding the
unfolding Plan is to
pride. Not a good
experiment we had
construct
a
new
idea.
just gone through.
We worked with
positive motives.
These were the
results
we
received.
They
say
something
that we need to
understand.
Discouragement, we
all realize, makes for a
very poor window.

civilization. In order for
that to happen the
discordant or
inharmonious aspects of
the present civilization
need to be “crystal”
clear. The pairs of
opposites need to be
obvious in the extreme.

The next was a
realization of how
badly we needed
to see the data
produced by this
apparent disaster.

The process of the
unfolding Plan is to
construct
a
new
civilization. In order for
that to happen the discordant
or inharmonious aspects of the
present civilization need to be “crystal”
clear. The pairs of opposites need to be
obvious in the extreme. This is one
reason the Retrogressors work so hard to
obfuscate the Principles, or the “Self
Evident Truths” such as Freedom which
they put forth as the freedom to take as
much as one can for his or her exclusive
use regardless of how it effects the needs
of others. Other examples abound!

All experimentation produces
“results”, that is, data that is neither good
or bad, just revelatory; i.e., “What your
doing is not working, brother. Perhaps
you would like to try something else?” So,
looking from a more detached point of
view, several things regarding this
experiment have come to light. And I am
not thinking just about the election, but all
of our ongoing experiments in group
energy direction supporting the Common
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only a fool, or an inexperienced warrior,
will choose to die for glory before all other
paths to victory have been exhausted.

Many of those presently in the U.S.
Congress and Senate work from
obfuscated positions of halfwayness.
They barter their support for so called
social programs in exchange for support
of draconian programs which undermine
and endanger the entire network of
civilization. Their goal is personal
reelection and the continued ability to
feed at the public trough.

These debilitating conditions, however
relatively obscure, have always been
present in all of our democratic
governments; but most of the time small
progress was possible. However, in the
past two decades or so the Retrogressive
forces have greatly energized their
efforts, and the numbers of extremely
intransigent individuals who harbor
greatly increased reactionary
positions have become
extreme.

These individuals are a much greater
problem than those who are outright
and obviously opposed to the
Common Good on any level.
These halfway people
make any kind of group
They barter their support
work very difficult.
for so called social
Although loved by
programs in exchange
the Retrogressors,
for support of draconian
a number of these
halfway individuals
programs which
have
been
undermine and endanger
replaced by those
the entire network of
who are clearly
civilization. Their goal is
opposed to the
personal reelection and
Common Good.

The results of the
election will make
the
belligerent
voices
of
retrogression
much louder and
much
more
identifiable. This
is how M.M. puts
it.
“Each
the continued ability to
intensified
force
has its purpose.
Those who do work
feed at the public trough.
The
bridges
for the common good
consolidated by the
have often been left with
enemy are the best
the
poorest
possible
ascent. Only when all
compromises
to
get
adversaries are strained in
anywhere at all. It is very difficult
opposition can the greatest plan be
for those who are not involved in the daily
introduced into life. Thus, every
battles to realize that a step, even a small
foundation employs Tactica Adversa.”
step, in the direction of victory is
Infinity II, # 372
preferable to “dying on a hill.” Warriors of
experience will not hesitate to give their
lives when it is the only option. However
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Thinking in the heart, makes it all the
We have entered what to me will be the
more easy to see.
decade of climax. It will not be a decade
of change or shift. These all too often
Our arrows of thought are
have simply been a shifting
nocked. The target is
of stage sets and a
“crystal” clear. All the
change of costumes
The fat is in the fire! Alea
more easy to shatter.
for the next scene
iacta est! The scales
of the dreadfully
have been tipped! Il dado
“Thought is the
long
tragedy
è tratto! We are burning
basis
of
though
which
our bridges behind us.
creativeness. It can
we have been
be
visible
and
living.
This
The only Way now is
measured. One has
decade will be
forward.
to regard thought as
the relatively short
the
creation
of
fifth act of
that
independent action... thought
tragedy. This will be a
is a newborn entity of the spiritual plane.
decade in which we will see the very
Notice, thought is not an abstraction, not
foundations of the old play demolished
a substance, but an entity with all the
and reconstructed. And true to Master R’s
signs of a self-sufficient existence. As an
(né Shakespeare) sense of the Path,
entity of the spiritual plane, thought
springing from the winter and rubble of
cannot be annihilated. It can be opposed
our pain and the lessons of eons, the
by a similar entity of greater potentiality.
dénouement will introduce the first act of
In this lies the essence of Tactica
a brand new play.
Adversa, when a monster is permitted
to attain its complete ugliness in order
So, friends, take heart. Our work takes on
that afterward it may be destroyed by a
a new intensity. The next two years will
ray of Light. Hierarchy #211
be the first scenes in that last act. The fat
is in the fire! Alea iacta est! The scales
Toward the Day!
have been tipped! Il dado è tratto! We are
Tom Carney, Sagittarius, 2014
burning our bridges behind us. The only
Way now is forward.
Through the heart now, we move, out of
Scorpio into Sagittarius. We know which
way the wind blows. The Retrogressors,
armored in the illusory glamour and glitter
of their election victories, are already
loading up the mental and astral planes
with their thoughtforms of euphuisms and
sophistry.
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